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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: 

We appreciate the opportunity to testify on the Federal 
Aviation Administration's (FAA) Advanced Automation System (MS). ! 
At a cost of $5.9 billion, MS ia the largest acquisition in the 
agency's $36 billion effort to modernize the nation'8 air traffic 
control system. AAS, which has five componenta, in intended to 
replace the computer hardware and software, including 
workstations, currently used by controller6 in en-route, 
terminal, and tower control facilities. Also, AAS ia expected to 
include the new automated capabilities needed to cope with 
predicted increases in air traffic and to provide operational 
benefits to users, such as more fuel-efficient routes. 

As we testified before your Subcommittee last year,I FAA's 
effort to develop MS has been beset from its inception by major 1 

schedule delays and coat increases resulting from managerial and ' 
technical factors. Since our testimony, FM and the prime 
contractor for AAS, International Business Machines Corporation 
(IBM), have attempted to address those problems. However, the 
problems continued and major changes have been made to the 
system. In our testimony today, we will discuss these 
developments. Specifically, we will highlight (1) the problems 
confronting MS, (2) their causes, and (3) the implications of 
the problems and changes affecting the system. This statement is 
based on past reports and testimonies and our ongoing work for 
the House Committee on Appropriations. (See app. V for a list of 
related GAO products.) 

In summary, we found the following: 

IAir Traffic Control: Advanced Automation Svstem Problems Need to 
Be Addressed (GAO/T-WED-93-15, Mar. 10, 1993). 
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Over the years, we have reported to the Congr8ss on the 
serious cost and schedule difficulties that have 
af fecfed A.M. Today we have to report that despite 
several FAA management initiatives, problems continue 
and, without corrective action, may worsen. Last year, 
FM announced a $1.2 billion cost increase, raising the 
total cost of the MS project to $5.9 billion, compared 
with the 1988 estimate of $4.3 billion. As a result of 
the problems with MS, the agency recently commissioned 
several reviews to support decisions on the project’s 
future. In a candid report,2 FM’s AAS Task Force 
estimates that the agency may need an additional $1 
billion to complete system development and 
implementation. The report also projects a likely 
schedule delay of 20 months for the Initial Sector 
suite System (ISSS), which would put this component = 
over 4 years behind schedule. Because FM plans to ’ 
begin formal testing of ISSS in June 1994, better 
estimates of the system’s strengths and W8akn8SSeS as 
well as cost and schedule may be available after this 
testing is completed later this year. 

MS* cost and Schedule problems have resulted from 
several technical and managerial factors. First, FAA 

and IBM’s development and implementation plan, 
including cost and schedule estimates, was overly 
ambitious given the highly demanding requirements and 
the complex software architecture for this system. 
Second, FM did not provide adequate oversight of IBM’s 
performance, especially during the initial development 
of the key ISSS component. As a result, IBM’s lack of 
progress did not always surface in a timely manner* 

2Review of Cost and Schedule for the Advanced Automation Svstem 
proclram, Federal Aviation Administration, Mar. 3, 1994. 
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Third, FM was indecisive in resolving some issues 
about basic requirements, such as the format of new 
electronic flight data strips to be used by 
controllers. In our opinion, the above factors--not 
inadequate funding or federal procurement rules, as 
contended by some proponents of an air traffic control 
corporation-- have caused the MS’ problems. 

Problems and recent developments affecting MS will 
have important implications. First, the bulk of the 
benefits to users have been delayed because of the 
schedule extension. These benefits are expected mostly 
from a new automated capability, Automated En Rout8 Air 
Traffic Control (AERA), FM planned to implement AERA 
in the last component of MS, the Are& Control Computer 
Complex; however, the agency now intends to include an g 
early version of AERA --albeit limited in capabilities--' 
in ISSS. Second, because the scope of the system has 
been r8dUC8d as a result of FAA’s plans for limited 
consolidation as well as strategic automation, the 
agency will have to acquire additional automated 
systems to enhance air traffic control facilities that 
were expected to be supported through AAS. Third, 
unless development costs are reduced or the Congress 
increases FM’s funding, completing the aystem as 
planned could crowd out other modernization projects. 
Fourth, if the 20-month schedule delay projected by the 
MS Task Force becomes a reality, the agency may need 
to initiate interim measures--such as replacing, at a 
cost of $60 million, equipment in its en-route air 
traffic control facilities. Fifth, if FM follows the 
current plan to accept parts of ISSS before all 
critical requirements are met, the agency faces the 
risk of additional costs to fix the system. 
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We are making recommendations to ensure that future 
investment decisions regarding MS are based on sound 
information. Bat before addressing the individual issues in 
greater detail, we would like to provide a brief background. 

CKGROWD 

FM's air traffic control mission is to promote the safe, 
orderly, and expeditious movement of aircraft. Air traffic' 
controllers maintain separation between aircraft by utilizing 
radar and flight plan information prOC8sS8d by computerr and 
displayed on video screens at controllers' workstations. FM 
uses three types of air traffic control facilities to control 
aircraft: airport towers, terminal facilities, and en-route 
centers. MS is scheduled to replace computer hardware and 
software, including controller workstatfons, at all three types e 

- of facilities. As originally introduced in 1983, MS was to ; 

accommodate the consolidation of over 230 terminal and en-route 
facilities into 23 area control facilities. However, in 1993 FM 
adopted a more limited consolidation strategy that will,involve 
consolidating only a small number of terminal facilities. As we 
will discuss, that decision has major implications for MS and 
coming FM budgets. Appendixes I and II depict the scope of MS 
under the full and limited consolidation strategies, 
respectively. 

FM introduced the MS project in the early 1980s and 
decided to pursue a two-phase acquisition strategy. First, the 
agency awarded competitive design contracts to both IBM and 
Hughes Aircraft Company in 1984. FM expended about $700 million 
during this first pha8ee3 In July 1988, FM awarded a contract 

3About 60 percent of the funds expended during this first phase 
were appropriated through the Research, Engineering, and 
Development account. 
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to IBM for the second acquisition phase; that is, the development 

and production of MS. At that time, FM estimated the project 
would cost $4.3-billion and be completed in 1998.' Late in 
1993, the agency announced that the cost of the project would be 
$5.9 billion. On March 1, 1994, IBM sold the company unit that 
was developing MS --Federal Systems Company (FSC)--to Loral 
Corporation. HOWBVBr, FM is still working with IBM because the 
parties have not yet entered into a novation agreement.’ 
According to FM officials, the Department of Defense’s Defense 
Logistics Agency will be responsible for negotiating the novation 
for all government contracts affected by the sale of FSC. 

As currently defined, MS has five components: 

v- The first component, the Peripheral Adapter Module 
Replacement Item (PAMRI), replaces communications : 
equipment that connects en-route centers with external ’ 
systems, such as radars, weather processors, and other 
air traffic control systems. PAMRI, which is the least 
complex of the components, is currently in operation at 
the 20 continental en-route centers. 

ww The Second Component, ISSS, will replace current 
controllers' workstations and computer systems at en- 
route centers with new systems, fncluding higher- 
resolution color radar screens. ISSS will interface 
with the primary computer systems used by the en-route 
centers, known as the Host computer, ISSS is a 
critical component of MS, as it will provide the 

kost estimates do not include research, engineering, and 
development costs that totaled $436 million. 

“Generally, a novation substitutes a new party to a contract and 
discharges one of the original parties by agreement of all three 
parties. A novation also involves 8xtinguiShing an old obligation 
and establishing a new one. 
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hardware and software platform for later components 
under d8V810pfI’18nte Thus far, most of the work done by 
the c&tractor has b88n on ISSS. 

W C  The third component is the Terminal Advanced Automation 
System (TMS). It is designed to replace the existing i 
systems used at terminal facilities with new 
workstations and computer hardware and software. 
Terminal facilities separate aircraft flying within 20 
to 30 miles of airports. TMS will build upon 
n8tWOrk8, hardware, and software developed for ISSS. 

-- The fourth component of MS is the Tower Control r 

Computer Complex (TCCC). It replaces equipment that I / 
permits controllers in tower facilities to guide 
aircraft on the ground and in the immediate vicinity of: ; 
the airport. At selected airport towers, it will 
replace existing systems with workstations designed for 
the tower environment. TCCC will also allow towers to 
better interface with terminal facilities. 

e 
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The fifth and last component 8nvisioned is the Area 
Control Computer Complex (ACCC). It is designed to 
replace PAMRI and the Host computer system used at en- 
rout8 centers, Also, it is expected to support 
advanced automation capabilities, including Automated 
En Route Air Traffic Control (AERA), which will allow 
controllers to grant more fuel-efficient routes. 

COSTS HAVE INCREASFD MD SCHEDULE DELAYS ARE LIKELY 

MS’ problems have continued and, without corrective action, 
may worsen. Over the last several years, we have reported on the 
68riOu8 cost and schedule problems that have affected MS. As 
noted above, the total cost estimates for the system had risen 
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from $4.3 billion in 1988 to $4.7 billion by early 1993. 
Furthermore, schedule problems had become more acute. In 
particular, delays for the ISSS component totaled about 3 years 
over the milestones set in the 1988 contract. 

To address these problems, FM introduced several. 
initiatives. In early 1993, FM increased management attention 
to the project, including elevating the MS project by having the 
program director report directly to the Administrator and making 
him accountable for containing costs and keeping the project on 
schedule. FM also established a dedicated ISSS team on-site at 
IBM and empowered the team to resolve t8chnical problems as they 
arose. To strengthen oversight, FM and the contractor agreed to 
a revised development plan, including a series of checkpoints for 
informally testing ISSS. FM reported to this Subcommittee on 
the progress made on some of those checkpoints.6 . 

1 

Late in 1993, FM announced that the cost of the system 

would increase by $1.2 billion, to $5.9 billion, Concerned 
about this increase and the overall status of the project 
relative to what was originally contracted in 1988, FM 

commissioned several internal and external reviews to assess the 
condition of the system. These included the aforementioned MS 
Task Force review that estimated the cost and schedule needed to 
complete MS and a review by the Center for Naval Analysis that 
addressed organizational, management, and financial concerns. 
The Task Force released its report in March 1994 and the Center 
for Naval Analysis is expected to report later this month. 

%?se purpose of establishing checkpoints was to assess how well 
ISSS would operate under increasingly more demanding requirements, 
albeit none as demanding as those specified in the contract. For 
example, Checkpoint 4 included a stability demonstration in which 
software would run for 25 hours on 62 ISSS controller consoles. 
IBM completed this demonstration by running the software for 49 
hours. The contract calls for 210 consoles to run continuously 
under ISSS. 
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Following the release of the MS Task Force report, FAA formed an 
internal working group to thoroughly evaluate all MS components. 
The group will revalidate the need for particular requirements 
and assess their benefits. The FM Administrator is waiting for 
the results of these efforts before announcing the agency’s 
actions on AAS. 

Without changes to the project, costs are likely to 
escalate. The AAS Task Force estimates that if MS is permitted 
to continue on its present course, the cost to complete it is 
likely to range from $6.5 billion to $7.3 billion, with a most 
likely or mid-range cost of $6.9 billion. The difference between 
the FM and the Task Force estimates results from different 
estimates about the cost of developing software. Appendixes III 
and IV provide FAA’s estimated costs for the system, 

. 
It is now probable that ISSS, which has been delayed 3 a 

years, will experience additional delays. The AAS Task Force 
reported that the likelihood of meeting the October 1996 date for 
first implementation of ISSS at a site is remote. It projected a 
range of possible schedule delays from 9 months to 31 months, 
with a most likely delay of 20 months. This would put this 
component over 4 years behind schedule. Better estimates of the 
system's strengths and weaknesses as well as cost and schedule 
will be available after ISSS is formally tested at the FAA’s 

Technical Csnter. This testing is scheduled to begin on June 6, 
1994, and end on November 15, 1994, It was supposed to start on 
April 1, 1994, but was delayed for 2 months to address various 
technical issues. 

PIIL)JAGERIAL AND TECHNICAL FACTORS HAVE LEp 
COST AND SCHNNLE PROW 

Several major managerial and technical factors have led to 
the cost and schedule problems that have beset MS since FM 



sfgned the contract with IBM in 1988. These include an overly 
ambitious plan, inadequate oversight of eoftware development, and 
changing and unresolved system requirements. 

The AAS Plan Was Overly Ambitiou 

In our opinion, one of the major causes of cost and schedule 
problems was the ambitiousness of the initial MS plan. Both FM 
and IBM underestimated the effort required to accomplish the 
mammoth task of replacing the computer hardware and software in 
en-route, terminal, and tower facilities and consolidating all 
en-route and terminal facilities. 

Also, the MS software ranks among the most complex in the 
world. The software must operate in a real-time environment in 
which hundreds of functions must be executed within processing I 
cycles measured in seconds or else the data expire--which is 

; 

unacceptable in a highly automated air traffic control 
environment. AAS software is also expected to be fault tolerant; 
in other words, it must be able to monitor its own execution and 
recover from failures without losing any data. As a result, MS 

software development is extremely complicated in comparison to 

software development efforts that do not have real-time or fault 
tolerant requirements. 

Because FAA and IBM misjudged the technical effort required 
to complete MS software development, they agreed to schedules 
and cost estimates that have proved unrealistic. An April 1992 
Volpe Center report done at the request of the House Committee on 
Appropriations rtated that overly optimistic schedules were not 
met because of factors such a8 unresolved requirements, design 



rework, and software rework.' When the schedules for ISSS 
slipped, the project's cost grew because much of the software 
work was done unher cost-plus-incentive contract conditions. 

While FM and IBM have made some progress toward developing 
a system that meets FM's requirements, the system is still 
undergoing technical difficulties. For example, ISSS and TMS 
continue to experience a high level of software **volatility" 
(that is, software must be added, modified, or deleted to meet 
requirements) s On ISSS, according to the MS Task Force, 
software volatility has run at approximately 100 percent. In 
addition, ISSS software has a large number of open problems--as 
defined in almost 2,100 program trouble reports reported by IBM 
as of March 1994. Roughly 800 of these reports are categorized 
by IBM as emergency, test-critical, or high-priority, meaning 
that it would be prudent to resolve them before formal testing. 9 

- In contrast, FM’s ISSS program manager told us that only 400 i 

program trouble reports require resolution before this component 
is tested. In any case, IBM will have to dedicate substantial 
resources to fix these software problems, 

pAA Did Not Provide Adeauate Oversiaht 

FM did not provide adequate oversight of software 
development progress, especially during the initial development 
of ISSS. As a result, IBM's lack of progress has not always 
surfaced in a timely manner. However, FAA's oversight has 
recently improved. The Volpe report cited inadequate software 
development monitoring and recommended that FM increase the 
number of staff positions within the project office’8 software 
development branch. FM subsequently added two staff members to 

?An ssessment 0 t e f h Status and Technical Risk of Federal Aviation A 
fidministratfon's Advanced Automation System Software DeveloDment, 
IR-MA-1298-2, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center and 
Intermetrics, Inc., Apr. 1992. 
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this branch. To further enhance oversight, the agency last year 
placed the ISSS program manager and a representative concerned 
with air traffic requirements on-site at IBM. 

Furthermore, FAA and IBM established a plan, including five 
hardware and software testing checkpoints, to informally assess 
ISSS progress. IBM passed three of the checkpoints on time. It 
passed the fourth checkpoint with a delay of 2 weeks and plans to 
complete the last one on May 1, 1994--a delay of 1 month. This 
last checkpoint was delayed to satisfy test criteria that the 
system must fulfill before being formally tested at the FM’s 
Technical Center. Despite this progress, other indicators of 
IBM’s software progress --such as the number of program trouble 
reports and the extent of software volatility--paint a much less 
positive picture. 

FM Chanqed AAS Reauirements and Was Not 
pecisive in Resolvina Reauirements Issues 

Throughout the course of the AAS contract, FM has had 
difficulty in resolving requirements issues. This has 
contributed to the project’s problems. Last year, we testified 
before this Subcommittee that the slow resolution of requirements 
issues, such as the definition of electronic flight strips and 
controller screen display formats, involved high schedule and 
technical risk for ISSS. IBM project officials have stated that 
the lack of clarity and decisiveness by FM in resolving 
requirements issues was an important contributing factor to the 
schedule problems. 

The Volpe report recommended that FM enhance the process 
for resolving ISSS requirements issues. Last year, FM 

designated three top officials --from FM’s AAS program office and 
its Air Traffic and Airway Facilities units--to make final 
decisions on requirements issues. While this group resolved some 
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requirements issues, others remain unresolved. Most importantly, 
FM has not resolved the issue of continuous operations--that is, 
ensuring the continued availability of MS during software 
upgrades or a reconstitution of its data base after a primary 
system failure. While FM and IBM have discussed several 
proposed solutions --at an estimated cost of $350 million--FM has 
not made a final decision, 

Also, FM continues to change requirements. One key MS 

requirement was that the system had to satisfy a full-scale 
consolidation of en-route and terminal facilities. As a result 
of its recent decision to limit consolidation, this requirement 
changed and TMS will now be a stand-alone system rather than a 
bridge for transition to ACCC --which was to combine en-route and 
terminal functions in consolidated facilities. Because of this 
change in requirements, an estimated additional $100 million in = 
funds will be required for the redesigned TAAS component. Also, i 
additional software to satisfy changes in requirements to ISSS is 
estimated to cost another $100 million. 

&AS* Problems Are Not Due to Inadeauate 
Pundina or Government Procurement Rules 

We have been reviewing and reporting on MS since the mid- 
1980s. It is our view that the MS problems are not the result 
of inadequate funding and federal procurement rules--as contended 
by some proponents of an air traffic control corporation. 
Studies of MS by the Volpe Center and the Department of 
Transportation’s Office of Inspector General have not cited these 
issues as causes of the MS problems. 

FM has received from the Congress most of the funding 
requested for AAS. To date, the admfnistration has requested 
over $2.9 billion for MS and has received about $2.6 billion in 
appropriations. Like other Facilities and Equipment (FCE) 
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projects, MS did not receive full funding because of development 
problems, sched_ule slippage, and unresolved requirements, For 
example, the Committees on Appropriations denied funding for 
limited production of ISSS consoles because of the problems with 
ISSS software development. The Congress also reduced some 
funding for other components because of problems affecting the 
system and because FAA’s consolidation plan had not been issued. 

We do not believe that federal procurement rules have caused 
the MS’ problems. FM awarded the MS development and 
production contract to IBM in 1988. Those sections of the 
federal acquisition regulations dealing with activities up to 

awarding of the contract--such as soliciting, receiving, and 
negotiating bids --have not caused cost increases or schedule 
slippage since that time. The regulations also stress oversight 
of contracts. As previously stated, we believe that inadequate ; 
oversight of the contractor has been a cause of MS’ problems. 

AAS' PROBLEMS AND RECENT DEVELOPMENTS WILL 
JlAVE MAJOR IMPLICATIONS 

MS problems and recent developments affecting the system 
will have important implications. These implications include (1) 
delaying the bulk of the system’s benefits to users, (2) 
acquiring additional automated systems to enhance air traffic 
control facilities because of the reduced scope of MS, (3) 
financing the high annual cost to complete the system in coming 
years, (4) acquiring additional equipment to maintain current en- 
route facilities in operation if major delays become a reality, 
and (5) exposing FM to the risk of additional costs to fix the 
system if the agency follows the current plan to accept part of 
ISSS before some critical operational requirements are met. 
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Bulk Qf MS * B enefits to Users Have Been Delayed 

The bulk of benefits to users have been delayed because of 
the schedule problems that have affected the MS program. These 
benefits are expected mostly from the new automated capability, 
AERA, which was previously scheduled for implementation a8 .part 
Qf Accct AERA is expected to allow controllers to grant user8 
direct, reliable, and conflict-free router between departure and 
arrival airports. AERA would make this possible by procesring 
flight plan information and detecting and resolving potential 
conflicts between aircraft flying in the en-route environment. 
An April 1993 report done by the Volpe Center at the request of 
the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations estimated that 
more than $1 billion in benefits to air carriers over a three- 
year period would result from the ACCC/AERA implementation.8 
FM estimates that,the total cost of developing and implementing y 
AERA would be about $240 million, of which over $30 million has ' 
already been obligated. However, the MS Task Force estimated 
that the cost of AERA would range from $244 million to $551 
million, with a most likely cost of $367 million. 

Although FAA is planning to provide benefits to users by 

implementing a preliminary version of AERA earlier than planned, 
the agency will not be able to provide the full benefits of AERA 
until ACCC, or an upgraded version of ISSS, is in place. As 

defined in its 1993 Automation Strategic Plan, FM 18 currently 
proposing to implement AERA incrementally 80 that user benefits 
can be provided earlier than previously planned. AERA would be 
implemented in three phases: early AERA, introductory AERA, and 
full AERA. According to a senior FA.A official, early AERA is 
expected to provide users with between one-third and one-half of 

*Advanced Automation Svstem Benefit-Cost Study, Volpe National 
Transportation Systems Center, Research and Special Programs 
Adminirtration, Apr. 15, 1993. 
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the benefits that would be provided by introductory AERA. The 
introductory and full versions of AERA have the potential to 
provide the same benefits to users because the only difference 
between them is that the latter is fully automated. 

By late 1995, early AERA is scheduled fdr installation at 
current en-route facilities to support traffic management 
supervisors and coordinators.9 At this stage, early AERA would 
have only an automated capability to detect conflicts between 
aircraft. It would be upgraded to include an initial conflict- 
resolution aid by late 1996 and an enhanced conflict-resolution 
capability by late 1997. Also, by late 1997, early AERA, with 
automated problem detection and resolution aids, is scheduled for 
installation in ISSS to support en-route air traffic controllers. 
The introductory and full versions of AERA are scheduled for 
implementation starting in 1999 and 2000, respectively, when 1 
upgrades to ISSS are installed. The AAS Task Force contends that’ 
implementation of early AERA may be extended by almost a year. 

Similarly, because the introductory and full versions of AERA 
depend on ISSS software, which is expected to experience a 20- 
month delay, their implementation may be delayed by the same 
amount of time. 

Additional Automated Svstems Will Have to Be Accruirea 

Because of the reduction in the scope of the system as a 
result of FAA’s limited consolidation and strategic automation 

‘The traffic management system includes traffic management 
supervisors and coordinators who are in charge of balancing air 
traffic demand with system capacity to ensure maximum efficiency in 
the use of the National Airspace Syrtem. In the current system, 
while air traffic control focuses on the tactical control of 
aircraft at the local level, traf fit management focuses on the 
strategic management of aircraft flows at the local, regional, and 
national level, In its vision of the future, FM proposes an air 
traffic management system including air traffic control and air 
traffic flow management components. 
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plans, the agency will have to acquire additional automated 
systems to support facilities that were supposed to be equipped 
with MS. 

As indicated in FM’s Strategic Automation Plan, the agency 
has decided to delete traffic management and oceanic requirements 
from the ACCC component and evolve both the air traffic flow 
management system and the oceanic air traffic control system as 
stand-alone systems. As a result, FM will have to procure air 
traffic flow management systems to support traffic management 
functions at en-route facilities~ Similarly, the agency will 
have to acquire automation systems to support its oceanic air 
traffic control facilities. Also, because of the decision to 
limit consolidation, the agency is planning to procure about 170 
automated systems, at a cost of about $350 million, to support 
the terminal facilities that will not be consolidated under MS. = 
Finally, because FM now plans to equip only 150 tower facilities i 
with TCCC, instead of 258 as previously planned, the agency may 
be required to procure additional.tower equipment to enhance non- 
MS equipped towers in coming years. (See Appendixes f and II, 
which depict the scope of MS under the full and limited 
consolidation proposals.) 

corn etin t e ; Deman U eta 

Unless development costs or the scope of MS is further 
reduced, the cost to complete the system will impose major 
demands on upcoming FM budgets. FM currently eertimates that 
the total cost of the system will be $5.9 billion. Through this 
fiscal year, the Congress has appropriated about $2.6 billion. 

Under the $5.9 billion estimate, the annual budget for AAS 
is scheduled to grow from about $500 million in fiscal year 1995 
to over $700 million from fiscal year 1996 through fiscal year 
1998. When the MS Task Force cost estimate I8 factored in, the 
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budget for MS grows by another $1 billion from fiscal year 1999 
to fiscal year 2001. If the cost or the scope of MS 18 not 
reduced or the fongresr does not increase the F&E authorization 
and appropriation, the high annual funding levels for MS could 
crowd out other modernization projects, 

further Delavs Mav Recrulre Procuring 
pew Eoulrxnent to Suobort the Current SvsteQ 

If the to-month schedule delay projected by the MS Tark 
Force becomes a reality, the agency may need to initiate a $60 
million interim project to replace existing display channel 
equipment, which drives controllers’ current radar scopes, at the 
en-route air traffic control facllltles. This equipment will be 

in service longer than originally planned. FAA has stated that 
this equipment has had reliability problems in recent years. = 

Also, FAA projects that limitations in the existing display i 
channel equipment can constrain the capacity of some en-route 
centers to add radar displays for controllers. FM contends that 
replacing this equipment will allow for the addition of up to 90 
radar displays. New equipment is also expected to increase the 
reliability, malntalnabllity, and availability of the system, 
thereby reducing the costs associated with repairs and enhancing 
safety by decreasing the probability of system failures, 

FM Mav Be Exvosed to Additional Cost& 
bv Accentinu ISSS in Increments 

FM currently plans to develop and test ISSS capabilities 
incrementally. Major hardware and software increments--called 
block updates --are scheduled to be incorporated after completion 
and acceptance of the basic ISSS. The block update approach was 
introduced because the system being developed needed additional 
capabilities to operate successfully at the first ISSS sits, 
Seattle, and waiting for these additional capabilities to be 
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fully developed and tested would cause first-site lmplementatlon 
to slip. 

Developing and testing a system as large and complex as ISSS 
in increments is both reasonable and prudent. Collectively, l 

these increments build toward the delivery of a system capable of 
satisfying the full range of the requirements for ISSS. However, 
accepting a system before some key features are fully tested 
introduces the potential for cost increases to FM. This is 
because the agency would be buying a partially developed system 
that may not meet all crltlcal operational requirements. For 
example, FM’s current plan anticipates accepting the ISSS 
hardware and software through the first block update following 
testing scheduled for completion by November 1994. Under this 
schedule, key functions --such as continuous operations--would not 
have undergone testing by the time the first increment of ISSS is= 
accepted. As the MS Task Force stated, once the government has ’ 
formally accepted the system, it becomes considerably more 
difficult to require IBM to bear the responsibllity for system 
performance. Necessary corrections to achieve needed performance 
are likely to entail additional costs to FM. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The coming months will be critical from the standpoint of 
restructuring FM’s automation program. Several events are on 
the horizon. First, FM will have to decide how to satisfy its 
automation needs, both within and outside the MS project. This 
decision will necessarily have to consider user benefits, air 
traffic control and air traffic flow management requirements, and 
the implications of funding MS for other modernization projects, 
Second, FM and the contractor plan to begin formal testing of 
ISSS in June, which should provide insights into whether 
technical challenges can be met within the current cost and 
schedule estimates. To gain governmental acceptance of ISSS, IBM 
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or Loral will have to show that the system can meet FM’s 
requirements. 

Given the troubled history of MS, we believe the 
admlnlstratlon and FM must make a strong case for continued 
congressional support of the project. Accordingly, we recommend 

that the Secretary of Transportation direct the FM Administrator 
to 

B” defer governmental acceptance of ISSS until all critical 
operational requirements are met and 

*- submit a report to the Congress, before the administration 
proposes its fiscal year 1996 budget for FM, that describes 
a comprehensive automation plan--including timeframes, 
funding levels, and all interim and long-term actions r 
necessary to satisfy user needs and FM’s air traffic 1 
control and management requirements. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our statement. We will be 

happy to respond to any questions you might have at this time. 
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APPENDIX V p~pp~\--y -; k.4e-r 

ir Traffir Control . vnre-t&t ies 
iGAC/T-RCED-93-30, Apr. 19, 1993). 

. 

(GAOiRCED-93-121FS, Apr. 16, 19931. 

(GAO/T-RCED-93-15, Mar. 10, 1993). 

(GAC'OCG-93-14TR, Dec. 1992). 
' '1 Air Trazic Control: Advanced .Utr?mation Svstem Still Vuue-able 

Schedul@ Problem (GAO:RCEC-92-264, "Sept. 
, Y 

18, 1992). 

Apr. 6, i'li2j. 
t FM Budme-. Kev issJes Ne- :- wj tc Be . . qijresse LL fl iGAOIT-RCED-92-51, 

s 

Air Traffic Control: "oL, a,e .,ouems at Co.._,, Centers Ne,d c f 7 .d Y r.t Y,; P 
e ;a? IMTEC-~;-~. Dec. 11, 149;). 

-4 ,.y * a,es (GX! RCEZ-9;-179, ;.xJ. 2, 1991). 

r Traffic rontrCL 1 . 
tGAO;'RCED-91-i32FS, Apr. 15, 1991:. 

Traffic Control. . . I . . Con- Ddavs Antlcloaed for the 
tinn Svsta (GAO/IMTEC-90-63, July 18, 1990). 

I  I  nu Pr&,&ns in Acnue MaTor Automed Svsts 
(GAO/T-IMTEC-90-9, Apr. 26, 1990) s 

tomatinn Svqtm 
Investment (GAO/T-IMTEC-88-3, Apr. 12, 1988). 

raffic Control. . . , . FAA s weed Au- Svstem wsltlon 
ew Is &sky (GAWIMTEC-86-24, July 8, 1986). 

* 1 GAO Ouws Kev Asnerrs of FAA s PA= to Acue the Multi- *?- 
. . c illion Dollar Advmced AutomatIon Svstemand Relaled Prnarw 

IGAO/IMTEC-85-11, June 17, 1985). 
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